
Customer Case

Consolidate and 
manage office and 
production print 
streams

Objectives

• More flexible work environment

• Uniform system for all print 
streams

• Optimise device utilisation 

• Reduce print expenditure

• Manage and account for usage

Results 

• Shared use of print resources

• Versatile office and production 
workflow

• Simple and secure card-based 
access

• Print rules are enforced

• Detailed usage reporting

Implementing an effective print strategy transformed a national tyre distributor’s 
work processes, improving flexibility and eliminating cost. Ricoh consolidated existing 
workflows and technology through the implementation of their Managing Enterprise 
Output solution. A new production printer is used to produce personalised marketing 
collateral and print high value transactional documents. Integrated software monitors 
and controls the print workflow. 

National tyre distributor

Premium tyre brand Continental is the preferred choice of leading car manufacturers. One in 
three new cars made in Europe is fitted with Continental tyres. Continental Banden Groep BV 
- Continental Tyre Group - distributes the tyres in the Dutch market. The company supports an 
extensive dealer operation and is responsible for the sales and marketing of Continental, Uniroyal 
and Semperit branded tyres. 

Like many distribution companies, Continental Tyre Group relies upon Ricoh print technology 
to produce business-critical production documents, such as picking notes, bills of lading and 
invoices, and to handle everyday office communication. With Ricoh’s support, the company has 
re-engineered its print processes to improve flexibility and reduce cost.

Driving efficiency gains  

Ricoh helped Continental Tyre Group migrate from a device-centric print strategy to a more 
efficient business model, based upon the shared use of workgroup and production print 
technology. Inefficient personal and departmental devices were replaced with versatile 
multifunctional systems, centralised production resources were upgraded and follow-you printing 
introduced. 

Implementing an effective print strategy transformed the work environment. Employees can now 
collect print from any device. Follow-you printing safeguards security and reduces waste, whilst 
intelligent print rules automate processes and minimise cost. And what is more, high quality, 
customer-facing marketing communication is now printed in-house alongside business-critical 
production documents.
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Continental Tyre Group



Consolidating autonomous systems 

Ricoh analysed the print environment. There were three main print streams, each of which relied 
upon autonomous systems: general office print, customer-facing marketing communication 
and transactional documents generated by mainframe computers. Employees and departments 
‘owned’ their own systems and there was little sharing of resource or capacity.

When individual devices went off line, the local print stream would fail, compromising productivity. 
Workflows were not managed and, as a result, output was often duplicated or printed inefficiently 
in colour or single-sided. And, because the print volume was spread over numerous low-end print 
devices, throughput was slow and page costs were high.

The tyre group was keen to adopt more flexible work practices and reduce print expenditure. 
Ricoh’s solution was to amalgamate the print streams and consolidate print technology. 
Implementing a card-based follow-you print solution meant that all print resources were shared 
and work could be collected, at the user’s convenience, from the most appropriate output device.

Installing productive technology  

Personal and departmental printers were replaced with a smaller but more versatile fleet of colour 
multifunctional products (MFPs). The MFPs, which print, copy and scan in colour and black-
and-white, are faster and have lower running costs. Consolidating the technology led to a 70% 
reduction in the number of devices employed, simplifying support and eliminating cost.

Ricoh also upgraded equipment used in the central mailroom. A Ricoh Pro C5100s colour 
production printer is now used to produce personalised marketing collateral and transactional, 
mainframe generated documents, such as picking notes, bills of lading and invoices. The production 
printer delivers professionally presented colour and black-and-white output at high speed.

Integrated software monitors and controls the print workflow. Documents are held in a secure queue 
until released by the originator and intelligent print rules are automatically enforced which help to 
reduce cost. Long print runs are, for example, routed to the production printer to improve efficiency. 
The software accounts for usage, generating reports that simplify device and cost management.
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Solution 

• Ricoh’s Managing Enterprise 
Output solution to consolidate 
print streams 

• Introduce follow-you printing

• Optimise print infrastructure:

      -  Versatile workgroup MFPs

      -  Colour production printer

Benefits

• Single workflow solution

• In-house production facility

• 70% reduction in fleet size

• Reduction in print volume / cost

• Central management of print 
streams

Thanks to Ricoh’s smooth 
implementation and excellent 
support, we have a more 
efficient way of working. 
With full visibility and control 
of our print streams, we 
have been able to optimise 
capacity and reduce costs.” 

Henry Huis in ‘t Veld
Continental Banden Groep BV


